
 



Introduction 
Are you looking for ways to attract more of your ideal customers? Clients with whom it 

is pleasure to work with and who constantly bring cash to your company while you can 

focus on important things and growth?  

 

If you want to achieve that result, I believe, this will be the most valuable information 

you have ever read. 

 

By using the tools and strategies below you will never have to worry about the lack of 

new systematic clients, answering thousands of FAQS, and making sales online. 

 

All of the things explained below have been tested in hundreds of different industries, 

and are being used by thousands of businesses worldwide, that generated millions of 

dollars at sales online, including us – Chatsmart International. 

 

These strategies will help you be the first in your industry and give you the feeling that 

there are no competitors while allowing you to manage your time more productively 

and focus on the growth of your business. 

 

All of that is achieved with effective automation and chatbots. Nothing more, nothing 

less. Read this PDF till the end to understand how the latest technologies and 

automation of processes can help your business to get to a whole new level in online 

sales, management, and customer support. 

 

 

 

 

 



1. 
Messengers as sales 

machines.  
 

 

Where do you sell your products or services? On the website that has little to no 

visitors? In a local store? Or by emailing your potential clients? Maybe you have 

tried to boost your posts on Facebook but to no avail? I am asking you this 

because “WHERE” is the key question.  

 

There are billions of websites in the global network. Why does your potential 

customer have to visit another one and even buy something there? A recent 

study shows that 90.63% of web pages have no traffic at all (0 visitors).  

Spending dozens of thousands of dollars to hire the best web designers and SEO 

specialists will not make a big difference. The competition is simply too high. 

Consumers will not be able to find you! And why should they? Why do they have 

to search for another 9893494891st website to spend their time there and even 

buy something?  

 

How about addressing your potential client and selling your products or services 

in the apps that he is familiar with? Such as Whatsapp, Facebook, Telegram, 

Instagram, etc. Have you noticed that your “WHERE” switches from  “a random 

page on the web” to “apps that your potential customer trusts and uses many 

hours every day”? 

 

The best part is that it does not require your time and efforts to make sales or 

answer customer questions. All of that is handled by professional chatbots that 

message your clients, answer their questions, push them towards the purchase, 

process payments and collect customer info in the chat.  



Facebook Messenger 
Facebook Messenger chatbots are probably one of the most powerful marketing 

tools out there. The development, setup, and maintenance of a Facebook 

chatbot is relatively cheap, but the results in new leads and sales are the most 

outstanding. There are almost no limits to what a Facebook bot s capable of. You 

can make natural conversations with customers, show the available products or 

services, collect shipping info, process payments, segment customers, do follow-

ups, collect their data and make sales systematically. If you are a business owner, 

a Facebook chatbot could be a sales-making machine for you.   

 

Whatsapp 
Not every business owner understands that Whatsapp chatbot could be one of 

the greatest assets for your company. Processing payments and making sales 

through Whatsapp can be a bit trickier because Whatsapp Business API puts 

some limitations and it is restricted for regular users. But once you gain access to 

it, you have lots of power in your hands. Getting approved for Whatsapp Business 

API takes lots of time and effort, and the official review process can take as long 

as 6 months or even a year. However, we at Chatsmart International provide our 

clients with a Whatsapp Business chatbot only in a few weeks since we have 

Whatsapp’s independent software provider license. Once you got your Whatsapp 

chatbot, your business is working globally 24/7.  

 

Telegram 
Telegram is a fast-growing messenger with many business opportunities. 

Chatbots are no exception. You can provide 24/7 customer support, show 

products and services, send invoices and accept payments from cards, bank 

transfers, or cryptocurrencies. Especially if you have clients from eastern 

countries, a Telegram chatbot is a MUST HAVE for your business.  

 

Consumers have confidence and trust in messengers they use daily. On average 

buyers spend 50% more when purchasing on these platforms. That is why more 

and more business owners start making their sales in these apps. 

 

 



 

2. 
Address your audience as 

personally as possible. 
 

Now we have an answer to the question “WHERE”. In popular messengers that 

people use on a daily basis. The next question we need to answer is “HOW”.  

 

If you want to see significant changes in your sales, you can't offer your 

customers anything that they "might" need… maybe one day. No one will buy 

your offer if it doesn't matter to him right NOW. 

 

If you want to double sales, you need to become more personal with your 

audience. You must get into their minds and understand their # 1, biggest, most 

urgent problem. What are they constantly thinking about? What bothers them in 

the evenings to fall asleep? What questions are they desperately looking for 

answers to? 

 

Being aware of these problems is the key to doubling sales. Because when you 

have a clear problem, you can offer a clear solution. 

And when you offer a solution to their # 1, biggest, most urgent problem, there 

will be a moment when inevitably the volume of transactions will also increase. 

 

Chatbots are the future of marketing because they address your audience as 

personally as possible. A professionally developed chatbot can be 

indistinguishable from a real human. He asks questions, collects data, 

understands your client’s problems and wishes, and offers the most personal 

product or solution. What could be more personal than chatting and making a 

purchase in an interactive conversation? 



3. 
Make The Right Offer. 
The answer to “WHERE” is “On messengers and in the conversations”, and the 

answer to “HOW” is “As personally as possible”. However, to double our sales, 

we need to answer one more question – “WHAT”. What exactly do you sell? 

What is your offer? 

 

In an ideal world, all your potential customers would be ready to buy your most 

expensive offer right away at the moment of advertising. However, rarely anyone 

is ready to make such a decision immediately and it does not mean that they do 

not want to work with you or to buy products from your store. Many of your 

potential clients just need a more precise and personal offer.  

 

Imagine your potential client seeing your advertisement and visiting your website 

or online store. He feels just like a visitor in a huge mall. Many of the mall visitors 

just walk around, visit a few shops and probably go away after spending a nice 

time. However what if that same mall visitor enters a suits shop and a friendly 

consultant starts a conversation with him? The chances of making a purchase are 

much higher now, right? The reason is that now our mall visitor is receiving the 

right, personal offer that he secretly wants to accept.  

 

The same situation is with your website or online store. You can bring some 

traffic of visitors to your site through ads or something else, but what you are 

lacking is a good, personal offer from a friendly consultant who starts a 

conversation with your visitor and turns him into a paying customer. 

 

Making the right, clear and personal offer is the purpose of a chatbot. It serves 

you as a friendly sales consultant for your business who turns visitors into clients. 

The only difference between a chatbot and a real consultant is that the bot has 

no human limitations and it can serve millions of customers at the same time and 

make hundreds of sales each second.    



4. 
Have The Best Customer 

Support Possible. 
Do you like to order anything from companies that have no social media, no 

phone number, no emails provided to contact them in case of any questions or 

uncertainties? I think the answer is an obvious NO.  

 

Whether you sell products or services, there are hundreds of questions that your 

customers might ask before making a purchase. Questions regarding shipping, 

payments, product specifications, etc. If you want to stand out from your 

competitors, you must provide the best 24/7 customer support possible. 

 

Hiring customer support is expensive and no person can be available 24/7 365 

days a year to answer the questions of customers. Then why should you hire 

someone to pay him a huge salary each month without any guarantees of 

constant availability? Paying only once for the development of a powerful, 

intelligent, and trained 24/7 chatbot seems to be a much better deal.  

 

Having 24/7 customer support bots on Whatsapp, Facebook, Instagram, 

Telegram and website will definitely increase the chances of doubling your sales. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. 
Automate Everything. 
Automation of processes is the most important part of the journey of doubling 

your sales. You can hire more sales specialists, you can spend more money on 

marketing, but you can’t double your sales without automation and the right 

systems and processes.  

 

To grow your sales so rapidly, you must automate each step of your business 

cycle. That is the only way to oustand your competitors, get leads and make more 

sales online. Your business must have effective marketing systems on social 

media, lead generating sales funnels, efficient and convenient CRM, automated 

customer support, track of a delivery, and after-sales customer relationship 

maintenance processes. 

 

The more sales funnels you have, the more chances for rapid growth you get. 

Having a single website is not enough. It is the same as having a small store in a 

corner of the town and expecting millions of clients to come there. To grow your 

sales, you must build more stores (sales funnels) where your clients can come 

and make an order.  

 

By sales funnel, I mean any automated path for turning a visitor into a paying 

customer. A sales funnel could be a Whatsapp virtual assistant, Facebook sales 

chatbot, Instagram or Telegram bots, a high conversion landing page, etc. 

 

Let's be honest: doubling sales is not easy. You have to be willing to invest in the 

automated systems and processes. However, these 5 ways are all you need to 

make it happen. Now everything is up to you. 

 

Are you ready to double your sales and finally grow your business? Schedule a 

30-minute meeting and find out how we can help you achieve that too. 

https://chatsmart.org/meeting 

https://chatsmart.org/meeting

